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Firefighting system is the basis of social security that directly serves to the safe 
life of citizens. To accelerate the informatization construction is very critical for the 
firefighting forces to facilitate technological innovation, strengthen human resources 
cultivation, and improve the performance of fire control.  
Based on the actual conditions of the informatization construction process in 
firefighting system, this dissertation analyzes and designs the construction plan for the 
firefighting and rescue simulation training system. Firstly, this dissertation introduces 
the background and significance of this topic. Secondly, this dissertation applies 
detailed demand analysis to the firefighting system and designs the plan management 
system (include the accessibility, archive, level of the plan, and the formulation, 
review, establishment and issue of the plan), fire alarm management, on-site 
command management, information inquiry management, and system management. 
In addition, this dissertation also designs different function modules of the system and 
draws the diagrams and graphs for the function structures and activity flows. Lastly, 
the dissertation designs the database.  
We can accelerate the informatization construction process of the firefighting 
system through the analysis and design of the firefighting and rescue simulation 
training system. It holds particular significances to improve the work performance of 
fire control.  
This paper aimed at the cohesion of training and battle. By simulation with 
pre-arranged plans, fire fighters can master the requirements and practices of 
receiving alarms. So that in on-site cases their leadership and working ability can be 
enhanced.  As well as promoting the military information equipment utilization. 
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